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Objectives: To assess the safety, efficacy, patients’ satisfaction and acceptability of

Rexon-Eye electrotherapy in treating Asian severe dry eye disease (DED) patients.

Methods: Prospective parallel-arm pilot study recruiting 40 DED Chinese patients

with >moderate recalcitrant DED (Contact Lens Research Unit [CCLRU] > grade

2). Subjects were randomized into 2 groups, undergoing four weekly treatment

sessions each: group 1 received full treatment power; group 2 received control

treatment (power 1 treatment). Non-invasive tear break-up time (NIBUT), cornea

fluorescein staining graded via CCLRU and Schirmer’s I test were compared

pre- and 2 months post-treatment. The SPEED and QUEST questionnaires

that evaluated subjective symptoms and treatment satisfaction, respectively, at

baseline and 2 weeks post-treatment were carried out. Tear cytokine levels in

both groups were examined at 2 weeks post-treatment.

Results: The amount of improvement in post-treatment corneal staining in the

inferior corneal zone was significant in Group 1 (p = 0.038) but not in Group 2

(p = 0.832). Group 1 eyes with worse baseline staining (total score >9.8) had a

significantly greater reduction of corneal staining than those with better baseline

staining (−11.7 ± 1.98 vs. −4.6 ± 2.89, p < 0.001). There were no other significant

differences in NIBUT, Schirmer’s 1 and cornea fluorescein staining grading within

or between the groups.: Group 1 (n = 24) had improved subjective dryness scores

compared to Group 2 (n = 16) (SPEED score: 6.38 + 4.16 vs. 10.0 + 6.36, p = 0.04).

No significant differences were seen in 11 tear cytokine levels at 2 weeks post-

treatment between the 2 groups.

Conclusion: In Asian DED patients treated with Rexon-Eye, inferior cornea

staining showed significant improvement compared to placebo, and eyes with

greater cornea staining at baseline achieved a greater improvement in staining.

There were no other significant improvements in NIBUT and Schirmer’s 1.

Rexon-Eye also improved subjective DED scores in 41.7% of eyes without any

adverse effects.
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Highlights

- What is already known on this topic - Earlier case studies on
Rexon-Eye have shown encouraging improvement in subjective
and objective dry eye parameters, but they were mostly
conducted small scale in Western populations targeting mild to
moderate dry eye disease.

- What this study adds - In Asian moderate to severe recalcitrant
dry eyes treated with Rexon-Eye, inferior cornea staining
showed significant improvement compared to placebo, and eyes
with worse corneal staining had the greatest improvement in
their ocular surface. Rexon-Eye showed subjective improvement
in dry eye symptoms in 40%.

- How this study might affect research, practice or policy -
Rexon-Eye could be a potential adjunctive treatment option for
patients with moderate to severe dry eye disease that is poorly
responsive to current treatments.

- Synopsis/Precis - In Asian moderate to severe recalcitrant dry
eyes treated with Rexon-Eye, inferior cornea staining showed
significant improvement compared to placebo, and eyes with
worse corneal staining had the greatest improvement in their
ocular surface. Rexon-Eye showed subjective improvement in
dry eye symptoms in 40%.

Introduction

Dry eye disease (DED) as defined by the International Dry
Eye Workshop (DEWS 2017), is a multifactorial disease of the
ocular surface characterized by a loss of homeostasis of the tear film
that leads to ocular symptoms due to tear film instability, ocular
surface inflammation and neurosensory abnormalities (1). It can
be contributed by various factors such as aqueous deficiency or
increased tear film evaporation. The available treatments for DED
aim to supplement patient’s natural tears or improve the residing
time of the tears present (2). Theses include topical artificial
tears, ciclosporine, corticosteroids, lifitegrast, punctal occlusion,
Microblepharoexfoliation, Thermal Pulsation System and Intense
Pulsed Light (IPL) therapy (3). However, these treatments may have
various side effects with their use (4); hence low-risk adjunctive
DED treatments are often of interest.

Quantum Molecular Resonance (QMR) is a technique in which
low-intensity, high-frequency electric currents are administered to
a target biological tissue through contact electrodes (5). Earlier
studies have proposed several mechanisms of QMR stimulation (6),
including mechanical deformation of cellular membrane, transient
membrane potential modification and calcium ion release from
the sarcoplasmic reticulum. In vivo studies showed that a series
of cellular contractions and relaxation are then invoked, which
triggers cellular metabolism and stimulates tissues downstream.
In addition, the expression of matrix metalloproteinase and
the infiltration of leukocytes were reduced, supporting an
anti-inflammatory effect (5). Electrical stimulation has been
hypothesized to affect cell migration and proliferation (7–10), and
accelerate nerve regeneration via the promotion of neurotrophic
factors such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor and nerve growth
factor with the influx of calcium into neurons (11).

Rexon-Eye R© (Resono Ophthalmic, Sandrigo, Italy) was
developed and patented since 2014 with the basis of stimulating
cellular regeneration and reactivating the lacrimal system and tear
secretion in DED (6, 12). It uses a broad waveform of 4 to 64 MHz,
but with intensities of wavelength within this range optimized for
effect on membrane potential and cell regeneration (12). Earlier
case studies have been encouraging, reporting improvement in
subjective and objective ocular parameters in mixed dry eye
patients without adverse effects (6, 13). Other studies also showed
its effectiveness in reducing meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD)-
induced ocular signs and symptoms (14). Furthermore, previous
studies have shown that QMR can accelerate healing in chronic
skin wounds (15), reduce pain and muscle injury in inflammatory
musculoskeletal diseases (16), and reduce post-operative joint
effusion in osteoarthritic knees (17).

However, earlier studies looking at DED-recovery with Rexon-
Eye are small scale, targeting mild to moderate DED and conducted
mainly in the Western population. Thus, our randomized, masked,
comparative interventional study aims to evaluate the safety and
efficacy of the Rexon-Eye device in improving recalcitrant DED
in an Asian population, while determining patient satisfaction and
acceptability of this device.

Materials and methods

Design and patient recruitment

This is a randomized comparative, single-center, masked,
parallel group, interventional study conducted at the Singapore
National Eye Centre from June 2021 to June 2022. Asian
patients that attended the Cornea clinic with moderate or worse
and recalcitrant DED and met the study inclusion criteria
were recruited and randomized into either the full treatment
(Group 1) or the control treatment group (Group 2). The study
(Clinical trial no: NCT04320563) was approved by the SingHealth
Centralized Institutional Review Board (CIRB number: 2019/2446)
and complied with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki for
human research. Informed written consent was obtained from
all participants.

Eligibility

The inclusion criteria were as follows: subjects 21 years of
age or older, had at least moderate DED based on grade 2 or
worse corneal fluorescein staining graded on the Cornea and
Contact Lens Research Unit Grading Scale (CCLRU) grading scale
(18) in the central interpalpebral region, had been treated for
DED and shown to have no further improvement on maximal
therapy (defined as using topical corticosteroids or cyclosporin if
medically not contraindicated, and punctal plugs) with no further
improvement of symptoms and corneal staining on consecutive
visits at least 6 months apart, were already on other topical eye
drops (including artificial tears, topical ciclosporin or steroids), lid
cleansers or lid warming solely for dry eyes, and with no recent
change in topical medications in the last 1 month. Patients were
continued on their existing dry-eye medications and were not
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allowed to change their medication regimen, with the duration of
topical medications extending throughout the study period. The
exclusion criteria were as follows: contact lens wearers, pregnant
women, had active implantable devices (e.g., pacemakers), were
oncologic patients undergoing treatment, vegetarian, on topical
antibiotic or anti-glaucoma drops, had active ocular infections or
eyelid position anomalies.

Randomization

Consecutive eligible patients were enrolled in this study and
were randomly allocated to the study or control group, with
a randomization of 3:2, respectively, in order to assess factors
of treatment response in the study group. The randomization
was conducted by computer-generated random number
allocation and applied to sequentially enrolled patients. The
randomization schedule was pre-determined, prior to commencing
participant recruitment, such that the investigator involved in
the baseline participant assessment were not involved in the
treatment allocation.

Study treatment

The treatment is delivered by a device that applies stimulation
on the epidermis of closed eyelids up to the lid border via goggles
placed directly over the patient’s eyes simultaneously, making the
treatment operator-independent. Both groups underwent a session
of either the full treatment or comparative treatment per week for
4 weeks, with each session lasting 20 min. Group 1 was assigned to
undergo the full treatment power 4, while Group 2 was assigned to
undergo the control treatment (low energy, selected as power 1) on
the Rexon-Eye device. In order to maximize patient masking, the
participants in both groups observed the machine being switched
on, but once the mask had been worn, the power setting in the
comparative treatment group was reduced to 1.

Patient evaluation

A questionnaire including demographic and ocular data was
completed by all patients at baseline, including age, gender, type
and frequency of tear substitutes, additional eye drops or systemic
drugs used for DED, any other ocular conditions other than DED or
surgeries, and systemic diseases. Dry eye signs and symptoms were
evaluated pre- and post-intervention month 2. DED symptoms
were assessed using the Standard patient Evaluation for Eye
Dryness (SPEED) questionnaire (19).

Study procedures

Dry eye signs were assessed using Schirmer’s 1 test without
anesthesia, non-invasive tear break-up time (NIBUT) (20) and
total corneal fluorescein staining via Oculus Keratograph 5 M. The
cornea fluorescein staining was scored in 5 corneal zones, central,
superior, inferior, nasal and temporal, as in the CCLRU system. In

each zone, the grade was assigned 0 to 4, with a greater number
indicating a more intense or greater area of staining. The change in
corneal staining is calculated as the sum of staining scores in the 5
cornea zones after treatment minus the sum of staining scores in
the 5 zones before treatment.

Right at the end of the intervention, the QUEST and
Acceptability and Satisfaction Questionnaire (Supplementary
Appendix 1) was completed by each subject.

Tear cytokine elution and analysis

Our tear cytokine procedure has been published and is
summarized in Supplementary material (21). Tears were collected
from all subjects in the study 2 months after the end of the
intervention, in order to assess persistence of any treatment effect
2 months post-treatment.

Data analysis and sample size calculation

As this therapy has not been evaluated in recalcitrant dry eyes
before in a randomized controlled trial, we are unable to base the
expected treatment effect on any previous available studies. Based
on clincalc.com, assuming the comparative group’s SPEED score
to be 10, of the full power treatment group to be 7 or lower,
detecting a minimum SPEED difference of 3, with the alpha of
0.05 and power of 80%, we would need 32 subjects overall (or
16 subjects per group). We recruited more (40 subjects) in the
event of loss to follow up. Statistical analysis were performed
using SPSS version 24. The primary outcomes were the changes
in the SPEED questionnaire, and secondary outcomes being
Schirmer’s 1 test, NIBUT, corneal fluorescein staining and tear
cytokine concentrations pre- and post-intervention. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test was used for intra-group comparisons and the
Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used for inter-group comparisons.
Data are presented as the mean + standard deviation (SD) unless
otherwise stated. All tests were two-tailed, and p < 0.05 was
considered significant.

Results

Forty Chinese patients who met the inclusion criteria were
included in the study, with 24 participants in the study group
and 16 participants in the control group. Overall mean age was
66.55 + 10.45 years, There were no significant differences in age
or gender between the two groups. Before treatment, 40% had
undergone previous refractive or cataract surgery. Baseline SPEED
questionnaire scores were not significantly different between both
groups. There were also no significant differences in the baseline
Schirmer’s 1 test, NIBUT and corneal fluorescein staining in all 5
zones. Schirmer’s 1 test results were slightly worse in the left than
right eye of the subjects, (2.64 + 4.71 vs. 3.33 + 5.51), while NIBUT
was slightly worse in the right than the left eye of the subjects
(5.05 + 3.04 vs. 5.63 + 4.24). The inferior corneal zone had the
highest grade of corneal staining amongst all 5 quadrants in both
groups (Table 1).
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TABLE 1 Clinical and demographic characteristics and baseline DED parameters of participants.

Overall
Mean + SD/n (%)

Group 1 full power
Mean + SD/n (%)

Group 2 comparative†

Mean + SD/n (%)
p-value*

Total number 40 24 16

Female 36 (90.0) 21 (87.5) 15 (93.8) 0.67

Age (years) 66.55 + 10.45 64.08 + 11.0 70.25 + 8.49 0.07

Current medications

Topical Ciclosporin 16 (40.0) 8 (33.3) 8 (50.0) 0.87

Topical steroids 13 (32.5) 6 (25.0) 7 (43.8) 0.79

Topical Diquafosol 11 (27.5) 6 (25.0) 5 (31.3) 0.65

Schirmer (mm), right eye 3.33 + 5.51 3.41U5.8 3.21 + 5.25 0.70

Schirmer (mm), left eye 2.64 + 4.71 2.45 + 4.62 2.93 + 5.0 0.57

NIBUT†† (s), right eye 5.05 + 3.04 5.43 + 3.49 4.46 + 2.18 0.12

NIBUT†† (s), left eye 5.63 + 4.24 5.98 + 4.92 5.09 + 2.99 0.29

Fluorescein staining†††, right eye

Superior 0.86 + 1.27 0.83 + 1.21 0.91 + 1.39 0.67

Inferior 3.06 + 1.08 3.06 + 1.14 3.06 + 1.03 0.67

Nasal 2.50 + 1.34 2.58 + 1.25 2.38 + 1.50 0.26

Temporal 1.94 + 1.26 1.83 + 1.38 2.09 + 1.20 0.64

Central 1.44 + 1.29 1.50 + 1.23 1.34 + 1.40 0.43

Fluorescein staining†††, left eye

Superior 0.91 + 1.36 0.67 + 1.20 1.28 + 1.53 0.09

Inferior 3.14 + 1.23 3.13 + 1.36 3.16 + 1.04 0.25

Nasal 2.66 + 1.38 2.62 + 1.42 2.72 + 1.35 0.78

Temporal 1.66 + 1.55 1.58 + 1.49 1.78 + 1.68 0.31

Central 1.45 + 1.51 1.42 + 1.51 1.50 + 1.56 0.80

SPEED questionnaire 9.03 + 5.19 8.13 + 4.12 10.31 + 8.30 0.24

†Participants are classified under dry eye if they demonstrated dry eye symptoms and one of the clinical signs (Staining, Schirmer’s test, or NIBUT). Since participants in the dry eye group
tend not to have abnormal results in all the tests: staining, Schirmer’s test and NIBUT, these parameters are individually not lower than the control group, and the values had a large SD.
††Non-invasive tear break up times. †††The staining were mild in the zones when present, with no cases of above 10 fluorescein spots in any single corneal zone. Control and dry eye groups
were not significantly different in any of the parameters above (p > 0.05). *Based on independent sample t-tests or Wilcoxon rank-sum test, comparing characteristics between the two groups.

Because this study was conducted on participants on maximal
DED standard therapy, and participants continued their use of
topical therapy during the study period, we report the use of
concurrent medications in each of the two study groups (Table 1).
There were no significant differences in the number of subjects on
topical ciclosporin, Diquafosol or steroids between the 2 groups at
baseline (p > 0.05).

On the study visit 2 weeks after the last treatment, the SPEED
questionnaire scores significantly improved from baseline in both
groups 1 and 2 (Table 3), with group 1 having significantly lower
scores than the group 2. (6.38 + 4.16 vs. 10.0 + 6.36, p = 0.04)
(Table 2). Within group 1, majority of the subjects (58.3%) had
maintained scores, while 41.7% had improved scores. Within group
2, interestingly, 64.3% had improved scores, while 35.7% had
maintained scores. None had worsened scores in either groups
(Table 4).

The overall post-treatment mean Schirmer’s 1 test improved
compared to pre-treatment, however, they were not significantly
different between or within each group pre- and post-treatment in
either eye (Table 3). We also observed that a greater proportion of
left eyes in group 1 had stable or improved Schirmer’s 1 compared

to the left eyes in group 2 post-treatment (87.5 vs. 75.0%, p = 0.43),
although this difference was not statistically significant. In the
right eyes, there were similar proportions of stable or improved
Schirmer’s 1 between both groups (81.8 vs. 83.4%, p = 0.84)
(Table 4).

Overall NIBUT also improved in both groups post- compared
to pre-treatment, and group 1 had greater NIBUT than the group
2, although this differences between and within each group pre-
and post-intervention were not statistically significant (Table 3).
However, we noted the right eyes had a lower proportion of stable
or improved NIBUT in group 1 compared to group 2 (right eye:
58.2 vs. 68.8%, p = 0.75), and the left eyes had a greater proportion
of stable or improved NIBUT in group 1 compared to group 2 (left
eye: 58.3 vs. 50%, p = 0.83) (Table 4).

In terms of corneal staining, the overall mean grades improved
post- compared to pre-treatment. The inferior zone of group 1
(right eye) had a significant reduction in staining compared to
baseline (p = 0.038) whereas the temporal zone of group 2 had a
significant reduction in staining compared to baseline (Table 3).
Group 1 also had lower staining grading than the Group 2 in
the inferior corneal zones for both right and left eyes (right eye:
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TABLE 2 Main outcomes post-treatment.

Overall
Mean + SD/n (%)

Group 1 full power
Mean + SD/n (%)

Group 2 comparative†

Mean + SD/n (%)
p-value*

Total number 40 24 16

Schirmer (mm), right eye 3.49 + 4.26 3.22 + 5.21 4.0 + 5.56 0.68

Schirmer (mm), left eye 2.77 + 4.15 3.13 + 4.62 2.08 + 3.12 0.49

NIBUT†† (s), right eye 6.01 + 4.23 6.54 + 5.01 5.15 + 2.39 0.26

NIBUT†† (s), LE 5.72 + 4.38 5.96 + 3.73 5.33 + 5.41 0.67

Fluorescein staining†††, right eye

Superior 0.75 + 1.21 0.75 + 1.18 0.71 + 1.28 0.93

Inferior 2.57 + 1.43 2.42 + 1.54 2.82 + 1.23 0.41

Nasal 2.14 + 1.55 2.29 + 1.54 1.89 + 1.58 0.45

Temporal 1.33 + 1.37 1.46 + 1.41 1.11 + 1.32 0.45

Central 1.26 + 1.41 1.38 + 1.48 1.07 + 1.31 0.53

Fluorescein staining, †††, left eye

Superior 0.81 + 1.56 0.69 + 0.98 1.18 + 1.51 0.23

Inferior 2.87 + 1.23 2.75 + 1.35 3.07 + 1.22 0.47

Nasal 2.61 + 1.65 2.69 + 1.41 2.57 + 1.40 0.81

Temporal 1.71 + 1.31 1.54 + 1.46 1.86 + 1.40 0.52

Central 1.56 + 1.31 1.48 + 1.31 1.68 + 1.50 0.67

SPEED questionnaire 7.65 + 5.21 6.38 + 4.16 10.0 + 6.36 0.04

†Participants are classified under dry eye if they demonstrated dry eye symptoms and one of the clinical signs (Staining, Schirmer’s test, or NIBUT). Since participants in the dry eye group
tend not to have abnormal results in all the tests: staining, Schirmer’s test and NIBUT, these parameters are individually not lower than the control group, and the values had a large SD.
††Non-invasive tear break up times. †††The staining were mild in the zones when present, with no cases of above 10 fluorescein spots in any single corneal zone. *Based on the independent
sample t-test, comparing characteristics between the two groups. Bolded values are those with significant p values.

TABLE 3 Pre- vs. post-treatment paired T-test P-values
within each group.

Pre vs. post paired T-test
p-values

Group 1 full
power

Group 2
comparative

Speed 0.031* 0.008*

NIBUT Right eye 0.259 0.353

Left eye 0.905 0.978

Schirmers Right eye 0.789 0.407

Left eye 0.497 0.638

Staining right Superior 0.505 0.067

Inferior 0.038* 0.832

Nasal 0.252 0.927

Temporal 0.310 0.005*

Central 0.703 0.551

Left Superior 0.448 0.823

Inferior 0.333 0.713

Nasal 0.414 0.608

Temporal 0.918 0.820

Central 0.419 0.111

Bolded values are those with significant p values.

2.42 + 1.54 vs. 2.82 + 1.23, p = 0.41, left eye: 2.75 + 1.35 vs.
3.07 + 1.22, p = 0.47) (Table 4), although this difference was not
statistically significant. Majority of both right and left eyes had
improved or maintained staining in their inferior zones in both

groups 1 and 2 (right eye: 83.3 vs. 81.3%, p = 0.82, left eye: 79.1
vs. 87.6%, p = 0.78) (Table 4).

When we divided group 1 according to their pre-treatment
severity of corneal staining, the eyes with more severe staining
(total score >9.8 or mean) resulted in significantly greater
reduction of corneal staining than the eyes starting with less severe
staining (total score <9.8 or mean) (−11.7 ± 1.98 and −4.6 ± 2.89,
p < 0.001) (Results not shown in Tables).

Analysis of 11 different cytokine tear levels showed no
significant differences between groups 1 and 2 at baseline (all
p > 0.05, Table 5). Analysis of the cytokine tear levels post-
treatment also showed no statistically significant differences in all
tear cytokine levels between groups 1 and 2, and in all tear cytokine
levels pre- and post- treatment (all p > 0.05, Table 5). Pre- and
post-treatment cytokine tear levels within either groups were also
not significantly different (all p > 0.05, not shown).

Majority found the treatment pleasant compared to the
comparative treatment (83.3 vs. 57.1%, p = 0.045). The rest of
the results were not statistically significant between both groups
(Table 6). A total of 37.5% of subjects felt the treatment was
effective in group 1 compared to 21.4% in group 2, and 29.2%
in group 1 felt the treatment was durable compared to 14.3% in
group 2. A total of 41.7% also felt the treatment was better than
other DED treatments in group 1 compared to 21.4% in group 2.
Overall, 41.2% had felt that their DED situation was improved in
group 1 compared to 35.7% in group 2. However no significant
difference in the frequency of tear substitutes usage were observed
between the groups, and close to 100% still had dry eye symptoms
and maintained the same number of daily tear substitutes eye
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TABLE 4 Change in outcomes post-treatment.

Group 1
full power

(n = 24)
n (%)

Group 2
comparative

(n = 16)
n (%)

P-value*

Schirmer (mm), right eye 0.84

Improved 7 (29.2) 7 (43.8)

Same 13 (54.2) 7 (43.8)

Worse 4 (16.6) 2 (12.4)

Schirmer (mm), left eye 0.43

Improved 8 (33.3) 4 (25.0)

Same 13 (54.2) 8 (50.0)

Worse 3 (12.5) 4 (25.0)

NIBUT†† (s), right eye 0.75

Improved 10 (41.8) 8 (50.0)

Same 4 (16.4) 3 (18.8)

Worse 10 (41.8) 5 (31.3)

NIBUT†† (s), left eye 0.83

Improved 11 (45.8) 6 (37.5)

Same 3 (12.5) 2 (12.5)

Worse 10 (41.7) 8 (50.0)

Fluorescein staining in
inferior corneal zone††† ,
right eye

0.82

Improved 9 (37.5) 7 (43.8)

Same 11 (45.8) 6 (37.5)

Worse 4 (16.7) 3 (18.8)

Fluorescein staining in
inferior corneal zone††† ,
left eye

0.78

Improved 8 (33.3) 5 (31.3)

Same 11 (45.8) 9 (56.3)

Worse 5 (20.8) 2 (12.5)

SPEED questionnaire 0.12

Improved 10 (41.7) 10 (62.5)

Same 14 (58.3) 6 (37.5)

Worse 0 0

††Non-invasive tear break up times. †††The staining were mild in the zones when present,
with no cases of above 10 fluorescein spots in any single corneal zone. *Based on independent
sample t-test, comparing characteristics between the two groups.

drops at the end of treatment in both groups (Table 6). No
adverse effects related to the use of Rexon-eye occurred, such as
increased intraocular pressure, worsened visual acuity, or increased
discomfort after the intervention.

Discussion

In our prospective study of Asian recalcitrant dry eye patients
treated with Rexon-Eye, inferior cornea staining showed significant

improvement compared to placebo, and eyes with greater cornea
staining at baseline achieved a greater improvement in staining.
There were no other significant improvements in NIBUT and
Schirmer’s 1. Rexon-Eye also improved subjective DED scores in
41.7% of eyes without any adverse effects. There were no significant
differences in the other DED measures between both groups. There
were also no significant differences seen in the tear cytokine profile
between both groups 2 months after treatment.

We found that there was significant improvement in the
inferior cornea staining in the eyes treated with Rexon-Eye,
compared to placebo. In our sub-analysis of corneal fluorescein
staining outcomes in the full power treatment group, we observed
that the participants with more severe baseline staining (CCLRU
total score of >9.8) had a significantly greater reduction of corneal
staining than the participants starting with less severe staining.
This novel observation could suggest that the amount of benefit
in improvement of corneal staining derived from this treatment
may be correlated to the severity of initial corneal staining. Overall,
it was encouraging to see that patients were more severe DED
benefited more with Rexon-Eye compared to those with better
cornea staining, suggesting that epithelial disease may be improved
with such treatment. More future work would still be needed
to confirm such a finding. However, did not find significant
differences in the other objective DED parameters of NIBUT,
Schirmer’s 1 and corneal fluorescein staining between the treatment
and control groups (all with moderate to severe DED).

Our results that Rexon-Eye could improve subjective DED
measures are supported by earlier studies. Trivli et al. (13) and
Pedrotti (5) both showed in non-randomized interventional cohort
studies that DED patients experienced a subjective benefit in the
Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) score post-Rexon, where
Ferrari et al. (14) reported that in patients affected by Meibomian
gland dysfunction, Rexon-Eye improved total OSDI scores by 37%.

Although these studies did not use a parallel control group,
other different forms of transcutaneous electrical stimulation (TES)
therapy did show similar positive results. For instance, Cai et al.
reported in a randomized controlled trial of 104 eyes in 52 DED
patients that those treated with both TES therapy via the Huatuo
SDZ-II electrical stimulator and sodium hyaluronate eyedrops
had significantly better OSDI scores compared with patients
treated with sodium hyaluronate eyedrops alone (22). Han et al.
demonstrated in a prospective randomized clinical trial of 24
patients for prevention of dry eye after PRK, that patients who
had TES via a goggle-like device called Nu Eyne 01 (Nu Eyne Co.,
Ltd., Seoul, Republic of Korea) had significantly lower eye pain
intensity compared to control group by 65% at the first week post-
PRK due to an improvement in DED-related corneal nerve damage,
although OSDI and SPEED II questionnaire scores were similar
between the 2 groups at 3 months post-surgery (23). Sivanesan et al.
found in a small pilot study that the use of TES in the stimulation
of the trigeminal nerve achieved a short-term reduction in DED-
related chronic ocular pain by 57% and photophobia by 28% (24).
Friedman et al. revealed an improvement in OSDI scores in a
non-randomized clinical trial, using neurostimulation of the nasal
sensory nerves via the nasolacrimal pathway, however, there were
concerns of hygiene and patient discomfort (25).

In our study, we found that both full treatment and control
arms had improvement in SPEED scores. Unlike other studies,
all participants were continued on the pre-existing treatment
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TABLE 5 Tear cytokines concentration pre- and post- therapy between groups (pg/ml).

Group 1 full power Group 2 comparison

Mean SD Mean SD p-value*

GM-CSF Pre 4.85 5.34 5.05 4.42 0.91

Post 4.36 4.96 4.00 3.27 0.80

IFNg Pre 60.36 78.53 66.94 81.29 0.83

Post 58.43 57.55 50.16 64.45 0.71

IL-1B Pre 47.31 99.59 69.17 111.45 0.58

Post 67.40 125.77 61.68 146.16 0.91

IL-2 Pre 6.00 7.01 4.69 4.21 0.51

Post 7.50 12.96 5.39 4.97 0.50

IL-4 Pre 5.57 5.34 5.20 3.55 0.82

Post 5.20 3.22 4.96 3.05 0.83

IL-5 Pre 27.49 25.25 24.30 17.87 0.68

Post 19.28 16.28 19.06 16.48 0.97

IL-6 Pre 132.11 148.87 263.61 278.22 0.19

Post 418.66 595.26 213.90 277.36 0.19

IL-8 Pre 1667.97 2877.72 2160.64 1842.07 0.55

Post 6593.51 11688.54 4291.61 9006.89 0.53

IL-10 Pre 6.57 6.69 7.02 6.72 0.86

Post 5.90 6.20 5.38 4.63 0.78

IL-12p70 Pre 13.25 17.39 10.29 8.58 0.52

Post 15.96 30.08 9.17 7.35 0.32

TNF-a Pre 14.97 18.99 26.98 31.81 0.25

Post 16.10 17.38 21.73 32.70 0.59

*Based on independent sample t-test, comparing characteristics between the two groups.

including immunosuppressive eyedrops, so it would be harder
to demonstrate improvement of SPEED and objective clinical
parameters. A total of 62% of eyes in the control group also
had improvement in SPEED scores too; we are uncertain if the
improvement in the control group is related to better medication
compliance and outcomes, since clinical trial patients are
monitored more closely than routine clinic patients. Nonetheless,
our results lend support to the potential adjunctive use of the
Rexon- Eye in treating and improving subjective DED in our
moderate to severe Asian DED patients in the armamentarium of
treatment for dry eyes, especially those with recalcitrant symptoms.

In DED, the degree of ocular surface inflammation is an
important quantifiable parameter for diagnosis and monitoring of
the disease before and after treatments. Tear collection followed by
cytokine determination if a less invasive measure of documenting
inflammation compared to other methods such as impression
cytology or tissue biopsy (26–28). Earlier studies have shown that
alterations of the tear cytokine profiles occur in DED patient,
with elevated proinflammatory cytokine levels such as IL-1, IL-
6, IL-8, and TNF-α shown to be strongly correlated with dry
eye markers (29), leading to ocular surface damage and goblet
cell reduction (30). Topical anti-inflammatory treatments such
as ciclosporin (31) or methylprednisolone (32) are effective in
reducing the levels of inflammatory cytokine levels in tears. In
our study, we found that 11 different tear cytokine levels did not

differ significantly pre- and post-Rexon-Eye treatment. To the best
of our knowledge, this study is the first to analyze tear cytokine
changes with Rexon-Eye treatment. However, we postulate that
the possible reason for our observation of the tear film cytokine
levels could be attributed to the time-frame that the subjects’ tear
secretion was measured at; which was at 2 months after cessation
of Rexon-Eye therapy. We are unsure if the effect of Rexon-Eye
on the tear film and ocular surface inflammation may be more
transient than expected and not last beyond 2 months. Trivli
et al. reported earlier that Rexon-Eye treatment was able to show
a 75% reduction in tear MMP-9-positive patients compared to
pre-treatment levels (13).

The exact mechanisms underlying the benefits of Rexon-Eye
on DED remain unclear. Previous studies have hypothesized that
in transcutaneous application of electrical stimulation, electric
fields can hasten cell migration during the wound healing process
by improving cell directionality (33). Different groups of cells,
including neural crest cells (34, 35), fibroblasts (33), neurons (36,
37), and CECs (38–40), respond to electric fields by directed
migration or directed growth in vitro. This has been shown
to increase the rate of cornea healing in cornea abrasions in
a vivo model of corneal wound healing in rabbits (10). It is
also hypothesized that QMR can stimulate the lacrimal system,
reactivate the lacrimal and meibomian gland tissue and benefit the
ocular annexes (5).
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TABLE 6 Change in satisfaction and acceptability
post-treatment at 2 months.

n (%) Group 1 full
power

Group 2
comparative

P-value*

Situation compared to
before treatment

0.46

Better 12 (50) 9 (64.0)

Same 10 (41.7) 5 (35.7)

Worse 2 (8.3) 2 (14.3)

Situation compared to
end of treatment

0.38

Better 11 (45.8) 9 (64.0)

Same 11 (45.8) 5 (35.7)

Worse 2 (8.3) 2 (14.3)

Situation compared to
1 month after
treatment

0.46

Better 10 (41.7) 5 (35.7)

Same 12 (50.0) 9 (64.0)

Worse 2 (8.3) 2 (14.3)

Dry eye symptoms
during last week

0.90

Yes 22 (91.7) 13 (92.9)

No 2 (8.3) 1 (7.1)

Used lubricants in last
1 week during day

0.60

Yes 24 (100.0) 14 (100.0)

No 0 0

Used lubricants in last
1 week during night

0.58

Yes 21 (87.5) 13 (92.9)

No 3 (12.5) 1 (7.1)

In last 2 months had
other eye problems

0.19

Yes 0 1 (7.1)

No 24 (100.0) 13 (92.9)

Last 2 months used
lubricants

–

Yes 24 (100.0) 14 (100.0)

No 0 0

Last 2 months tried to
suspend lubricants

0.44

Yes 1 (4.2) 0

No 23 (95.8) 14 (100.0)

Eyes now have more
tears

0.97

Yes 7 (29.2) 4 (28.6)

No 17 (70.8) 10 (71.4)

Eyes now more wet

Yes 7 (29.2) 6 (42.9) 0.74

No 17 (70.8) 9 (64.3)

(Continued)

TABLE 6 (Continued)

n (%) Group 1 full
power

Group 2
comparative

P-value*

Eyes feel better than
before treatment

Yes 14 (58.3) 8 (57.1) 0.94

No 10 (41.7) 6 (42.9)

Use less lubricants
now than before
Treatment

0.15

Yes 4 (16.7) 1 (7.1)

No 20 (83.3) 13 (92.9)

Pleasant 0.045

Yes 20 (83.3) 8 (57.1)

No 0 0

Neutral 4 (16.7) 6 (42.9)

Effective 0.09

Yes 9 (37.5) 3 (21.4)

No 7 (29.2) 2 (8.3)

Neutral 8 (33.3) 9 (64.3)

Durable 0.22

Yes 7 (29.7) 2 (14.3)

No 7 (29.7) 4 (28.6)

Neutral 10 (41.7) 8 (58.7)

With respect to other
treatments

0.29

Better 10 (41.7) 3 (21.4)

Same 13 (54.2) 11 (78.6)

Worse 1 (4.1) 0

*Based on the independent sample t-tests, comparing characteristics between the 2 groups.
Bolded values are those with significant p values.

Our study has several limitations. First, our study has a
relatively small sample size and did not have true observer masking
because some participants that underwent QMR with the full
treatment power may experience a heating sensation. We did
not categorize the different subtypes of DED in our subjects,
although Trivli et al. suggested that Rexon-Eye could improve
both inflammation and meibomian gland quality (13). We also
did not have any immediate or intermediate visits 1 month or
longer-term after the treatment, and did not measure tear film
lipid layer or osmolarity at our timepoints. Furthermore, single
timepoints differences across the various DED parameters between
the 2 groups are difficult to account for, and could be due to
individual differences within each group at baseline.

Our study’s strengths include the use of detailed subjective
and objective parameters, including the SPEED and QUEST
questionnaires, the first use of the multiplex cytokine assay to
evaluate the effects of Rexon-Eye on DED. A total of 83% of subjects
found the Rexon-Eye treatment pleasant, compared to 50% in
the control treatment group, and 41.2% felt that the Rexon-Eye
treatment was more effective than other DED treatments and had
improved DED symptoms compared to before treatment. Future
studies with larger sample sizes and longer follow-up times would
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be useful in confirming our findings. Because of the apparent
greater efficacy of corneal epithelial healing in cases with greater
staining, it is also worth evaluating the use of Rexon-Eye in
persistent corneal epithelial defects.

In conclusion, in Asian recalcitrant dry eyes treated
with Rexon-Eye, inferior cornea staining showed significant
improvement compared to placebo, and eyes with greater
cornea staining at baseline achieved a greater improvement
in staining. There were no other significant improvements in
NIBUT and Schirmer’s 1. Rexon-Eye also improved subjective
DED scores in 41.7% of eyes without any adverse effects.
Other objective DED markers were not significantly altered
after therapy. The tear cytokine levels were not significantly
different between both treatment and control groups 2 months
after the use of Rexon-Eye. Rexon-Eye as an adjunctive
therapy in Asian recalcitrant moderate to severe DED is
promising especially for a specific subgroup of more advanced
DED subjects, but the characterization of this subgroup
needs further evaluation. In future, we could focus on
patients with severe and poorly responsive DED and evaluate
changes in DED parameters earlier on at 1-month from the
treatment.
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